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The Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) will address an unprecedented optical wavelength range from 370 to
2400 nm, and its high-resolution spectrograph (HIRES) will require a laser frequency comb calibrator of com-
parable coverage. An architecture based around a Ti:sapphire master comb in principle enables wavelengths
across this range to be obtained by a combination of second- and third-order nonlinear effects. In this scheme,
near-infrared wavelength coverage can be addressed by downconversion of the comb to 1600 nm using an optical
parametric oscillator (OPO), followed by broadband supercontinuum generation in highly nonlinear fiber. Here
we present an example of this approach in the form of a 10 GHz astrocomb comprising a Fabry–Perot-filtered
supercontinuum derived from a degenerate OPO and spanning 1.15–1.80 µm. We characterize the astrocomb
using Fourier-transform spectroscopy, enabling the mode orders within the filtered comb to be identified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The current minimum specification for the high-resolution
spectrograph (HIRES) instrument in the Extremely Large
Telescope (ELT) is simultaneous coverage from 400 to 1800 nm,
with a goal of 350–2400 nm, and only one wavelength gap toler-
ated between 1360 and 1410 nm where high telluric absorption
occurs [1]. Science cases supported by this instrument include
the search for Earth-like exoplanets and the direct measure-
ment of speculated variations in cosmological constants [2]. In
addition to the requirement for wavelength coverage from the
near-UV to the near-IR, the calibration unit for the ELT-HIRES
spectrograph must provide both a wavelength precision and a
stability of wavelength calibration accuracy from 500–1800 nm
of better than 1 m s−1/day, expressed as a radial velocity speci-
fication. The sparsity, variable strength, and limited coverage
of conventionally used emission lamps cannot meet these
requirements, and so laser frequency combs (LFCs), which
consist of a series of equally spaced laser modes in the frequency
domain across the spectrum, are now considered the method of
choice. Since the first on-sky demonstration of an LFC in 2007
[3], different approaches and systems architectures have been
investigated [4] including the use of solid-state lasers [5–13],
fiber lasers [3,14–18], microresonators [19,20], amplitude/

phase modulators [21–25], as well as four-wave mixing [26],
while several astrocomb systems are already in place and have
undergone testing in different telescopes worldwide [27,28].

ELT-HIRES is designed to have a spectral resolution of
R = 100,000 and specifies a requirement for at least 2.5
pixels per spectral resolution element at wavelengths above
950 nm [1], which at 1600 nm implies a resolution of 1.9 GHz
and a dispersion of 750 MHz/pixel. For LFC modes to be
resolvable requires a mode spacing of at least a few times the
spectrograph’s resolution, making a comb-mode spacing of
6–13 GHz suitable for calibrating the astronomical H and J
bands (1170–1330 nm and 1490–1890 nm).

An LFC with the required bandwidth and mode spacing
cannot be obtained directly from any existing laser oscillator,
so instead the approach is to use a combination of wavelength
extension and modal filtering to achieve the necessary speci-
fication. A Fabry–Perot cavity (FPC), adjusted to have a
free-spectral range equal to an integer multiple of the laser
repetition rate frep, is commonly used as the mode-filtering
element. Strong suppression of comb modes adjacent to
those transmitted by the FPC requires a high-finesse design,
but encounters a trade-off between finesse and operating
bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of FPC filtering. In (a) denser source comb
with mode spacing frep,source is filtered through a FPC, select-
ing a subset of comb modes with new spacing frep,output, where
frep,output =M frep,source. In this example M = 4, and each possible
filtered subset is indicated by a different color. (b) Modeled transmis-
sion profile of the FP resonances with wavelength= 1600 nm as the
cavity length is scanned. With only µm-level displacement, the output
from the FPC can be any one of several neighboring subsets, and so
uncertainty arises in the exact set of filtered modes.

This trade-off can be mitigated by using a master comb
with an already wide mode spacing (e.g., 1 GHz) which, by
permitting a lower finesse design, allows the reflectivities and
group-delay characteristics of the FPC mirrors to be main-
tained over a wider wavelength range (see Section 2.C). The
broad bandwidth of ELT-HIRES, together with the wider
mode spacing requirements at shorter wavelengths, mean that
multiple FPCs filtering different regions of the master comb
are necessary. The wide operating bandwidth of ELT-HIRES
already necessitates four separate grating spectrographs whose
outputs are recorded on 10 different CCD cameras [2], so the
requirement for multiple filter cavities is not unexpected.

As described in [29], a submicrometer (µm) adjustment of
the length of a FPC is enough to select different modal subsets of
the incident master comb. The desired subset can be selected by
stabilizing the FPC to a cw laser pre-locked to one mode of the
master comb [2] or by directly locking the FPC to a comb trans-
mission peak [29]. Figure 1 schematically presents the behavior
of a FPC of length l , showing the effect of a small length adjust-
ment and illustrating the need for a way to resolve the potential
ambiguity regarding which subset has been filtered from the
master comb. How this issue can be addressed experimentally
for the near-IR region is the subject of Section 3.C.

Previously, we presented an approach toward a fully stabilized
broadband astrocomb, where a 1 GHz Ti:sapphire laser was
used for supercontinuum generation, while simultaneously
pumping a spectrally broadened phase coherent degenerate
OPO [30]. This scheme provided a 1 GHz master comb with
near-gap-free coverage from 0.5–2.2-µm. In this paper we now
report the development of this work, leading to the demon-
stration of a 10 GHz astrocomb covering a wavelength range of
1.15–1.80 µm. Furthermore, we show how Fourier transform
spectrometry can be used to determine with high accuracy the
absolute mode numbers of the filtered comb modes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A. Ti:sapphire Master Comb

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the system was based around a 1 GHz
Ti:sapphire laser (Gigajet, Laser Quantum) centered at 806 nm
and producing 30 fs pulses with an average power of 1 W. An
8:92 pellicle beamsplitter directed the majority of the laser
power into a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate
(PPKTP)-based degenerate OPO [31], while the rest was
sampled by a GaAs photodiode for repetition rate ( frep) detec-
tion. The signal was then mixed with a reference signal from
a Rb-stabilized radio-frequency (RF) synthesizer (FSL-0010,
Quicksyn Lite). The difference between the detected signal and
the synthesized signal was minimized after using a feedback
loop for cavity length control through adjustment of one of the
intracavity laser mirrors mounted on a piezoelectric actuator. By
using a servo controller (New Focus LB1005), the laser cavity
length was locked to 7937 MHz, the eighth harmonic of frep.
Although fCEO stabilization was not implemented, the laser
has shown a passive fCEO stability of 2.4 MHz/hour in previous
measurements [11]. With more output power, an f -to-2 f
system can be easily introduced.

B. Synchronously Pumped Degenerate OPO

The pump beam was mode-matched into the OPO resonator
with a 750 mm plano-convex lens and three silver mirrors. The

Fig. 2. Experimental layout. The master source comb is an frep

stabilized Ti:sapphire laser that then couples into (a) a PPKTP-based
degenerate OPO, followed by (b) a spectrally broadening section with
HNLF, and then (c) filtered by a dither-locked FPC unit. (d) The
filtered comb then propagates into an FTS for modal analysis.
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design of the OPO was based on [31], employing a four-mirror
folded ring cavity with a 1.0 mm quasi-phase-matched PPKTP
crystal (Raicol Crystals). The crystal was Brewster cut with a
domain period of 26.5 µm. The synchronously pumped cavity
had a round-trip length of ∼ 300 mm, matching that of the
Ti:sapphire pump laser. The beam entered the cavity through
a 1% output coupler and was focused by a curved silver mirror
into the crystal. Both curved mirrors had radii of curvature of
20 mm, such that a 1/e 2 radius of 14 µm was achieved in the
crystal. The pump beam was mode matched to obtain a 10 µm
focal radius in the crystal. To compensate for the astigmatism
introduced by the Brewster-angled crystal, the two mirrors
were set with a folding angle of 7.5◦. A 100 µm piezoelectric
translation stage mounted mirror on a plane cavity mirror was
used to adjust the cavity length. A 25:75 pellicle beamsplitter
was inserted inside the OPO cavity as the main output coupler.
With the exception of the output coupler and pellicle, the rest
of the OPO mirrors had a dielectric coating that transmitted
the pump light and was highly reflective (R > 99.9%) over the
1400–1800 nm region.

In a doubly resonant femtosecond OPO, oscillation is pos-
sible on multiple cavity lengths, each separated by a few hundred
nanometers (nm), but only one of these typically corresponds to
broadband and degenerate operation of the OPO. By using the
recently demonstrated dither-free cavity stabilization approach
[32], we locked the OPO for degenerate operation, achieving
120 mW, sub-50 fs pulses with a bandwidth of 100 nm centered
at 1612 nm.

C. Spectral Broadening and Fabry–Perot Filtering

Around 90% of the OPO output power was focused through an
aspheric lens into a 40 cm long highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF,
Sumitomo Electric) for spectral broadening. The beam exited
the fiber through a silver-coated off-axis parabolic reflector,
which produced a 5 mm diameter beam across the full supercon-
tinuum bandwidth. This beam was polarization multiplexed
with the remaining OPO output using a broadband polariz-
ing beamsplitter (PBS), following which two silver mirrors
directed the orthogonally polarized beams into a plane-plane
Fabry–Perot cavity (FPC).

The mirrors used in the FPC (Laseroptik) were a complemen-
tary pair, designed to have a combined group delay dispersion
of close to zero from 1.3 to 1.9 µm and a reflectively of around
99% over the same range (Fig. 3), corresponding to a finesse of
200. The distance l between the mirrors was set to 15 mm, cor-
responding a 10× filtering factor from the 1 GHz master comb.
The two beams leaving the FPC were separated by a second
PBS, which guided the spectrally broadened output toward the
Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) while directing the OPO
beam onto an InGaAs photodiode. One of the FPC mirrors was
installed on a piezoelectric translation stage, allowing the mode
resonances to be scanned using a 1 volt peak-to-peak triangular
signal and the resonance condition to be optimized. With the
other mirror mounted on a high-frequency sinusoidally driven
piezoelectric actuator, the distance between the FPC mirrors was
stabilized by dither locking on the InGaAs photodiode signal.

Fig. 3. (a) Individual (blue and green) and average (red) transmis-
sion and (b) group delay dispersion (GDD) curves of the FPC mirror
pair.

D. Broadband Fourier Transform Spectrometer

The spectrally broadened OPO beam was multiplexed using a
dichroic mirror with a 780.2 nm beam from a narrow-line cw
diode laser (Vescent Photonics), and both beams were coupled
into a broadband Fourier-transform spectrometer. The diode
laser was dither locked to the 87Rb F = 2 to F = 2, 3′ transition
[33], considered to correspond to a vacuum wavelength of λRb.
As it is atomically referenced, once it is aligned to copropagate
with the comb beam, it can be used as an optical reference for
calibrating the path differences in the FTS, providing absolute
frequency traceability for comb-mode positions. All the optics
in the instrument were either silver-coated or had a broadband
dielectric coating to ensure their performance over a broad wave-
length range. The layout of the FTS was based on a Michelson
interferometer as described in [34]. The FTS consisted of
a pair of retroreflectors mounted back-to-back on a 10 cm
long motorized stage (Fig. 4). The design enabled a fourfold
increase in the optical path difference (OPD) between opposite
arms of the interferometer, achieving an optical resolution of
750 MHz. At the exit of the FTS, the comb and Rb-reference
beams were divided by a dichroic mirror before being detected
by the InGaAs and Si photodiodes, respectively. The data were
acquired with a USB oscilloscope (TiePie) with a sampling rate
of 6.25 MS/s, corresponding to an acquisition time of 1.33 s per
scan.

Fig. 4. Broadband Fourier transform spectrometer.
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Fig. 5. FTS signals recorded after filtering. Top, reference laser; bot-
tom, comb interferograms.

3. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

A. Path Difference Calibration

For every scan of the FTS, two sets of data were recorded: the
fringes from the filtered OPO HNLF output and the interfer-
ograms from the Rb diode laser (Fig. 5). The data were filtered
with a low-pass filter to remove any DC offset. With a 40 cm
delay range, strong fringes at 780.2 nm were obtained across
the full scan; 13 interferograms were observed with an extra two
fringes at the extremes of the scan being visible and were attrib-
uted to parasitic reflections within the instrument. The OPD
was characterized by a fringe-counting technique at 780.2 nm.
With the interferogram centered at zero, the data points on both
sides of the zero-crossing point of each fringe were found, and
then linear interpolation used to determine the zero-crossing
point of each fringe with subpixel accuracy. A further algorithm
ensured only one zero-crossing point was counted per fringe.
Each zero-crossing corresponded to a change in the physical
path difference of λ′Rb = λRb/nair and an optical delay of λRb/c ,
allowing an accurate OPD scale to be constructed for the entire
scan.

B. Interferogram Processing

With the OPD profile of the scan, the reference signal was lin-
early rescaled and apodized before obtaining the spectrum from
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the data. Since the resolution
of the instrument is not high enough to resolve the narrow-
linewidth (∼ 1 MHz) reference laser, the Fourier transformed
data provided the characteristic instrument function of the FTS
(Fig. 6). Triangular apodization was chosen, as it results in an
all-positive sinc2 instrumental line shape. After apodization the
full width at half-maximum (FWHM) instrumental linewidth
was 1.35 GHz.

Identical apodization was applied to the comb interferogram
signal, along with noise rejection at delay positions far from
each interferogram. The 1.35 GHz linewidth was sufficient to
distinguish the 10 GHz spacing comb lines. The spectrum of the
infrared comb is shown in Fig. 7, along with detail of individual
comb modes in Fig. 8. The modulation between comb modes
reflects the instrument line function of the FTS.

Fig. 6. FTS instrument line shape with a full width half-maximum
value of 1.35 GHz, obtained from the reference laser data with the pro-
tocol described. A sinc2 instrument function can be observed.

Fig. 7. Retrieved spectrum of the spectrally broadened degenerate
OPO with substantial coverage of the astronomical H band and partial
coverage of the J band.

Fig. 8. Representative filtered comb modes with shapes resulting
from the line function of the spectrometer and with comb-mode
numbers identified using the linear regression approach described in
Section 3.C.

C. Frequency Axis and Comb Mode Identification

Accurate calibration of the OPD depends on having a reliable
value for the effective calibration wavelength λ′Rb, and this can
be obtained by using the Ciddor relation [35], which provides
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the refractive index of air for given atmospheric conditions (tem-
perature, humidity, pressure, and CO2 concentration). Even
using an accurate value forλ′Rb obtained from atmospheric mea-
surements in the lab, we found that the mode spacing returned
by the FTS measurement differed by a small amount from the
expected RF value. This discrepancy results from tiny microra-
dian (µrad)-level misalignments between the comb and cw-laser
beams as they propagate inside the interferometer, introducing a
further small scaling factor into the OPD calibration.

This factor is easily determined by iteratively adjusting λ′Rb
until the obtained mode spacing matches 10 frep. In practice,
the level of the correction needed is extremely small and is of an
order similar to or less than that provided by correcting for air
dispersion using the Ciddor relation (≈ 10−4). The resulting
spectrum is upsampled to better resolve the shapes of the comb
lines.

The mode numbers of the comb modes contained in the FTS
spectrum are determined in the following way. We select an
intense region of the spectrum corresponding approximately
to the full width at half-maximum bandwidth. Using a peak-
finding algorithm, we identify the frequency of each comb mode
across this bandwidth. These comb modes are spaced at 10 frep,
and their frequencies can be fitted to a line with the equation

fOPO = fCEO + (10m +m0) frep (1)

to yield fCEO and frep as the intercept and slope of the fitted
line. Here m is a set of consecutive integers representing the
mode numbers of the comb, whose starting value is adjusted to
ensure that the fit results in values of fCEO > 0 and fCEO < frep,
and 0≤m0 ≤ 9 is an integer specifying the particular modal
subset filtered by the FPC. We used the linear regression method
described in [36] to provide the uncertainties in the intercept
and gradient. Around one thousand comb-line positions were
used for the fitting, which yielded frep = 992.1 MHz± 352 Hz
and fCEO = 565.7 MHz± 64.3 MHz. The fitted value for frep

differed by 249 Hz from the value measured directly using a
fast photodiode, which is within the uncertainty margin of the
fit. By heterodyning the Rb-stabilized reference laser with the
Ti:sapphire laser, we performed an independent check on the
value of fCEO yielded by the analysis. The Ti:sapphire pump
laser is a comb described by the equation

fTi:S = 2 fCEO +m′ frep. (2)

Using the frequency for the Rb crossover transition to
which the reference laser was stabilized [33], the beat fre-
quency can be calculated, with associated uncertainties,
to be 164.3± 187 MHz, which agreed within error to the
beat frequency of 294 MHz recorded at the time of the FTS
measurement.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

We have demonstrated a mode-number-calibrated 10 GHz
astrocomb from 1.15 to 1.8 µm, which is repetition rate stabi-
lized to a Rb-referenced electronic oscillator. In combination
with the previously reported broadband Ti:sapphire-OPO
system [30], which spanned a wavelength of range of 500–
2000 nm, the addition of broadband mode filtering in the

infrared will allow the development of a flexible astrocomb sys-
tem operating with mode spacings from a few gigahertz (GHz)
to tens of GHz.

The mode-number identification method introduced here
provides a route to obtain the comb-mode equation directly
from the spectrometer measurement. Corroborating the comb
offset obtained in this way with an independent f -to-2 f inter-
ferometer measurement of fCEO remains available as a further
test of the method.
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